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COKTISUOUS MOULDING OP POLYSTYRENE BOARD i/ 

by 

Jan Zembron 
Oullfiber AB 

BUleaholm, Sweden 

The Oullfiber proms* for the continuous manufacture of polystyrene board, 

which is the subject of a number of patent specifications, embodies the following 

essential features: 

Partially pre-e*panded beads are fed into an open-ended rectangular tunnel, 

the walls of which are formed by four suitably positioned endlesa stainless 

steel belt conveyors, two of which are perforated. 

The tunnel is divided into a feed section, a heating section mA a Cooling 

section* 

In the heating section, which is supplied with saturated steam injeotad 

through the perforations, expansion of the beads is completed in such a manner 

%/   The views and opinions expressed in this paper are those of the author 
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the secretariat of UiJIDO. 
This document has been reproduced without formal editing. 
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M to cause consolidation by pressure exerted by the moving walls and agglomeration. 

ffeis pressure ia maintained throughout the first part of the cooling section, 

while at the »ame ti»« vacuum is applied by means of chests above ar.   be^ew the 

perforated band« in order to evaporate residual moisture and effect a rapid cooling. 

à oouBter-curraat air stream, from cheats on either side of the tunnel effects final 

cooling and conditioning* 

fhieksiess adjust»«*« w© a»*« *9 ***** o{ l**«'*1 8P*cer b*rs and bo*rd of * 
rang« of taiokaass«« fro« 20 to l2Cs» may 1» produced. 

MrtlHlM for side trinftaf» splitting «ad «rttiM off •*« included as 

anoilliari« triaste« «or«P oeing re-eyel«4 aftt* auitable oesmintttion. 

Details ©f the »reess»t plwt !*•»•» labour ep«rating and servie»» ceste are 

disouased asá e«a»©itiss st varioua board taiefatosast disclosed. 
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1,0    INTRODUCTION -    PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

1«1    Uttt to the increasing demand for Expanded Polystyrene, particularly 

in the building industry and  for cold storage  insulation, ereat  ad- 

vance« have been sad© in the methods of producing Expanded Poly- 

styrene Board.    The greatest advance in this field was the intro- 

dwetien of the Y/Î1B Continuous Board Machine which utilises the 

only proven continuous process and plant for fche Manufacture of 
Expanded Polystyrene Board. 

f»e continuous moulding procesa as well as the «achine are patented 

In »any countries and have arousad International attention.    Export* 

ti »achines are no» running in save ral countries» i.e. OSA, Japan« 

Roumania, Scandinavia, Belgiu», test-Germany and the Sevjjetunion. 

Fernanont improvements have «ade the »achine the most up-to-date 

»edel in current operation, clearly illustrating a continuous produc- 

tion method which gives outstanding savings in ra« material, manpower, 

•pace and utility requirements, as well as the alnost complete elimi- 
nation of waste* 

the »achine is not only characterized by its high rate of production 

e«t also by the resultant product which has a uniform quality through- 

out •   Moreover the product is ready for delivery when leaving the 

»achine.   This moulding »achine requires only two operators. 

1#2   The continuous board »achino we offer is designed to carry out the 

following sequence of operations» 

11 noulding 

f• side trimming 

3* splitting 

4» cut-off 

The »achine operates as follows» 
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1.2.1    Moulding 

1.2.1.1     Feeding  section 

The production by the W.VB-method is starting with tha 

pre-expansion of the expandable polystyrene be? ¡is and 

with storage of the material for maturing in a tradi- 

tional way.    /rom the  storage hoppers the material is 

transferred to the feeding section,  usually by means 

of air.    A cyclon separates the air from the material. 

Equipment, built in secures a correct mixture of the 

cutting waste that is recycled from the trimming sec- 

tion of the machine and  pre-expanded material. 

A feeding roll mounted on the adjustable top part of 

the machine predetermined the outçoming material to 

the desired board thickness.    The material bed is 

transferred through the machine between perforated 

stainless  stell bands. 

1*2.1.?    Steam section 

In the steam section»  saturated strain is injected through 

the perforated bands.    The  condente fror, the steam is 

forced by the expansion precsure towards the  feed end of 

the machino and is drained through the band perforations. 

The steam section has alyo  some smaller compartments 

which serve as seals,  preventing steam leakage and en- 

suring the  best possible economy in this part  of produc- 

tion.    In the steam section the material has a tempera- 
ture  of 100 to 110°C. 

1.2.1.3    Vacuum a^ckion 

Leaving the  steam sect i   M,   the material   -  now expanded 

and  fuse.!   -  enters  Mio  vacuum  section.     Vacuum chests 

above  and   below the  steel   band:*  uubject   the  material  to 

vacuum which évaporâtes  moisture at  the   same  time as  the 
tempérâturc   drops. 



This  coo li lift proceas io  one  of the  reasons for the hi^h 

production rato of the  machine, 

Moreover,  vacuum cooling also stabilises   the material 

prior to the further processif. 

1»2«1.4    Cooling section 

The cooling section results in a further temperature  re- 

duction by a stream of air,  directed in opposition to 

band movement,  from chests on both sideu of the bands. 

The air is supplied by separate fans.    Due to this ef- 

fective cooling,   the material  is dinenaionaliy stnble 

right   from th* time it   leaves the machine. 

1*2#1»5    Changing of thicknesses 

Settings for different  product thicknesses are nade by 

means of a lateral  spacer bar system.    Saeily replace- 

able aluiainiura bars of various thicknesses  - from   o  to 

120 mm - in little no re than quarter of an hour. 

1»2»2   Trioni tv 

In the    section the board is trimmed to exact  length and width, 

after which it  is ready for packing and delivery  - with no need 

for further stabilisation.    VTaste arising during trimming ia 

automatically  recycled to the feeding section. 

ïhe finishing section can be extended by adding further machinery 

for proceases  such AS laminating,  «coring,  marking,  tonguo an«.! 

grooving or other poat-fi niehing operations. 



1.4     S por-i-il   Tl1Tit   Fffi'vos 

In addition  to heir.";  able to  produco continuoua]y the   variety of  sizes 

require:'!,   the ti.achino  has the   following outstanding features. 

1. It drastically reduces  the wantage. 

?., The »achine  requires only one operator and one  »aterial receiver. 

3» The board produced on the continuouo board machine does not 

need nel urini» and this means a significant floor space savin*» 

is achieved. 

4* The  stea-i consumption is considerably reduced because the 

stainless fitcel bands have a snail  heat capacity con pared 

with the heavy moulds «sod in batch  production.    Further, 

the  continuous board r.achine eliminates the sudden peak 

loads met within heating and cooling the batch  moulds. 

*>• The  board in more uniform in its physical characteristics 

than that  obtained by other methods. 



2.0    CAPACITY 

The  continuous board machine hag a maximum  capacity of 70 m3/h when 

producing    120 mm thick board  of 1.3 m width and  in density  of 

16 kg/m3,  based on a raw material as outlined  in section 5. 

The actual capacity of the machine will vary with the board  thick- 

ness and this is  illustrated as follows! 

Thickt less 

120 mm 

110 mm 

100 mm 

90 mm 

80 mm 

70 ram 

60 mm 

50 mm 

40 mm 

JO mm 

20 mm 

70 

65 
60 

55 
52 
50 

46 

45 

50 
50 

23 
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i!LAC-H"V FOR CQílTTTJUnUS  •lA^U^ACTURÜig pv PQLY5K rr.^ 

Mode!: 

Max. band speeds 

Width of product! 

15-60 Variable 

20 nomiti 

1000 mm -  1300 nm 

Production capacity and technical ^nrHnMnn 

Product dimensions! 

©ensitiesi 

Capacity* 

ten^th unlimited 
Vilihi  1000 «m - 1300 n* 
Thick !>«*&; »in 20 ata - »ax. fît) «m 

I) kíí/i»3 - 50 Yeto 

Theoretical  capacity in relation to the 
bind speed and thickness according to 
th« diagram« enclosed. 

Technical description 

Conerai lv 

Machine di menni oris t 

Machine weight 1 

Static quali*, lost 

Stcnr-i.   vacmn ,-iH   cooH»-,/-  cheat 

Materiali 

Lan^tht c. 21,7 ra 
Widths c. 3,1 x 
Height« c. £.», e 
Reicht  includili?» feeder %  c. 6.6» 

Total c.      37 tons 

Deformation for vital unita less than 0.2 *n 

Sliding liutai 

Sitan and vacuum chest 1  stair.!«»» stool 
Cooling chest $  «tßel 

The sliding lists can be adjusted ffrndunlly 
when they have beon worn out.    Furthermore 
they are roversible  which means  that  they not 
until after a long time  of service have to be 
replaced. 
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Hountin^ of suoport i n% roll» 
in the chest i 

Pulling out of ohe etat 

Cool In/' »yetem 
f 

Materiali 

•••ringt 

A simple  fastening construction  is  the   reason 
t© that  short  tinn  it  takes to mount  ani  dia- 
»Otttît  tho  »Mpportin/r rolls when the  chest 
hat been pulled out. 

All the chests are provided with transport 
wheels,  running on a rail,  which fneilítate 
tí» mounting and dianountine. 

Four cooling fan» (two pressure and    two 
Motion far»)  with sufficient capacity cover 
the eooling need. 

Stsam and vacuum Met ioni  stainless atoll 
Cooling sect iont  at«el« 

Steam and vacuum section!  stainless bearings 
Coolin/j sect i or.:   standard bearings 

Steel frauda 

Materiali 

Bisensione i 

*»*for*tin§i 

lend tensioni 

Band guiding devico i 

Sandvik  12fttlt  stainless quality 

fidihi    1400 m 
Thickness!   1 MI 

The snail diameter of the holes and their 
frequency permit a large peruoability are» 
end contri sute to an efficient  steara treat- 
ment. 

The machine is equipped with   automatic, 
fcydraulically guided band tension.    Tho 
device keeps    tho band in a constant   tension 
that has been adjusted in advance.    Too hi»h 
a band tension by coaling down at  for in.ntar.co 
•eehine  otop is to be avoided and tho  rj 3k 
for danafcs on the band  car, bo olinir.ntod 
in this    case. 

The machine i a equipped with an nut or at ic 
hydroulicnlly f:uHr-d band device. V.h«/n the» 
band has been adjusted the df.-vico controla 
and rt'stores automatically the band r.ovy- 
aent. 
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Drivings 

Operation  of  the  top   tmrt 
pf the  mach in«. 

Adjustment   of prori,lftt.   ,<,,.». 
lponcer-n  o>,iv ^r.*.ir.ua with 
Yiriahlc  product  g HI h 

M»no»uvrft .panej. 

?he  driving is   hydraulic and   crista of 

«Pecioni???  ;^-t0«l*Kvc,raulic moto«, 
speed controlled    fror,  the  manoeuvre  panel 
vi« the hydraulic affgre*ate. *   Cl 

R*l«inf and lowering of the top part (for 
instance adjustment of the product t he'! 
«••• jMir«d)  ia carril ou? .?tfa     l, 

lift   Sc       **n•wn* fr0m th# P*n*i-    Th. 
Uniil!    «.Î" ílrnen8i0n^ to carry the 
ÍS     iï. Sí ;ní1serv* *h«« « toníil. bar«. 
respectively i»  5 minutes. 

The aide cuides are transferred sidewavs 

fha main equipment of the panel consists of 
starters, 
»otor protection, 
fuaes, 
•tartina device and mnueovre devic« for 

driving (for instance rand speed), 
automatic    band tension, 
automatic    band guidine 
vacuum mimp, 
cooling fana, 
lift jack syst on for raisin/? and 
lower!n#, 
lift jac:; nyslen for sa de ¿nudes 
tonly for machines with variable 
widtnj , 
indicati»»- roCulatinff and  recording 
«vices for pressure, 
indicating temperature-  meter. 
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3«Ô     Patent    claim 

f. 

.    A method  of  forming expanded granules of a synthetic  thermo- 

plaatic material into coherent bodies which includes  the 

•taps of feeding partially pre-e*pa„ded eranule.  continuous- 

ly into one end of an elongated channel open at  both ends and 

having at   least t.o of it. walls forced by driven endless belt., 

»ovin« the granules a predetermined    distance into a heating 

•one of the  channel and then injecting into said .one a heat- 

ed gaseous medium to cause the granules to expand further and 

to become preesed against the belts and against one another 

»nd thus to aglutínate and form a coherent body,  the granules 

thsaselves  counteracting »otion in a direction oppoaite to the direc 

lion   of feed of said granules, and gradually cooling the co. 

herent body during its »ov.ment in the channel between the belt. 

th.      latter continuing to exercise pressure against  the granules. 

A «thed as claimed in Cl.i. f, i„ »nich the granules are causued 

to renai« for a longer tins in the cooling 2one than in the heat- 
ing sons of the channel. 

A Mthod as claiBsd in 0lai„ t and 2, in which the granule, are 

fa« into a channel having a rectangular transverse section of 

•tfcatantially  larger breadth than height by oeans of a plurality 
Of conveyor elements located side by aide. 

Apparatus for continuously forming expanded granules of a syn- 

thetic thermoplastic material into coherent bodies comprising 

an elongated channel of rectangular cross section open at both 

ende, said channel having each of it« four bounding walls forn- 

ai by adjacent   runs of belts «ovable  in an endless Klth,  at  least 

tiro of said belts being perforated and driven, at   least   on»» fad- 

ing convoyer located  in front of a feed opening of the  channel 

for continuously feeding pro-expanded  granules Into  said  channel, 

a heating zone   provided  in said channel  in  spaced  relation  fro-n 

said opening means to  supply a hot gaseous mediur, through  the 
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perforations  of  the belts  in    said  sone.   a  coo^w u  *"-""-»   «   cooiin^   zone provided 
beyond   BSln   heat In« «one  and   forced  by a   prolongation of  tn. chan- 

ml bounded  by the  belts and  means to  aupply a  coolinp medium to 

•aid cooling zon#  to coal down the coherent  body. 

Apparat U3  according to Claim  4  in which  the  coolly  „„.  hli m 

substantially creator length than the heating zone. 
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TKCHillCAI. DATA 

the process can be divided  into Motions,  nanelyi 

| 1.    Fre-expansion of Polystyrene Bead« 

; 2.    Board Manufacture 
I 

I ***    yre-exmnsinn of Polys*vrana Beads 

j ïh© »re-expansion of polystyrene beads »111 be carried out in the 

| »r#»expand#rs not  i no! tided in the offer. 

I '**    >«rd Manufacture 

J after the beads ha*« «atura« in ina «listín« atorre bunkers,  they 

j mm transferred by «eans of Client's conveyor to the feed hopper on 

j the ccntinuous board «achine,    This ««Urial   is continuously fed  into 

the »achine bands and fiied 8ideat  the upper and lower bands convoy 

the Batería!, and the narro» sides for« the rectangular section of 
th« moving mould. 

?»• upper and lower bands ara perforata* and throuçht these steam is 

blown to finally expand and fus« th« beads,    at the end of the machine 

th* board is cooled with air before it leaves the machino.    The• is 

Also provision for vacuum cooling th« board. 

5.2.1    fhe »achine specified for this plant continuously produces 

expanded polystyrene board having a width*of I.J m which can 

*• split into two or three narrower widths if required.    The 

thiekness of the board «ay be infinitely varied from 15 mm 

to 1?0 mia.    A  flying cut-off saw automatically cuts the board 

t© the required  îençth which may be varied  from about   1.0 ra 
to 4.5 m . 

The waste  from the   side  trimming unit   is automatically  fed 

back  into the   feed  hopper of the  board  machi na  (hereby avoid- 

ing wastage   from this  source. 

The  board  leávn; the  machino  as  finished   nroiucl,   eliminating 

the  need  for maturing,   or any  further sawing  operations. 
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4-0    OPKRATm  RPQUTRKVKHTS  - for Board Machino only 

îhe following tables çive data on operating requirements which will 

permit the  assessment  of operating costs under local  conditions. 

4*1    Utilities Co.MiiimpMon - all  figures «entioned here are based on 
a density of 16 kg/m3. 

Required  power expressed  in kWh/mV produced polystyrene 

Machine capacity» Thickness irr Capacity .TiVh 

120 70 

50 45 

20 23 
Power installed!  41  kW 

Required power « Power installed 
capaci ty 

Thicknass nm    Required  noser V.Vh/ 

120 1.5 

50 2,5 

«0 4 »6 

Steam required, expressed in kg steam/m* produced  polystyrene 

Thickness nm    YJ* gtenn/r^ prod net 

120 ?0 

50 29 

20 48 

Per B* of product  (16 kft/m') 

120 mm        50 min 20 r.ti 

0.2 O.J 0.4 Compressed air» Urn 5 

fhese figures do not include any allowances for space heating, 

lighting, ventilation, sanitary purposes, etc. 
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4*2    Operai i n/r Labour 

4.2.1    Shift Workers 

1  - Operator 

1  - Material receiver 

1  - Pre-expander operator 

These figures rio not  include for supervision, warehousing, 

transport and laboratory testing personnel   which are as- 

suMd to be available. 

4*3   Maintenance 

It is assumed that specialist maintenance services for instrumentation 

and electrical equipment are available from the factory's cent ral ned 

pool of fitters, and it  is estimated that one day per week would be 

sufficient  for the Maintenance of this equipment. 

4»4    Warehousing 

It is assumed that facilities are available in the factory s existing 

warehouse should bulk storage of the finished product or of the ex- 

pandable beads be required.    The  labour requirement a for material 

handling in this area  have  not   been  incluid in the above   figures. 
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$.0     SPECIFICATION OF  RA?/ "AORTAL 

The capacity  figures we give for the board machine are based on the 

BASF's materia]   currently   in use on the exist ine nachin. -    Y/e   should 

be  prepared  to arrange  for tests to be carried out  on your beads to 

eases? their suitability for the process ani   the  final  capacity of 
the machine. 

5»1     Typical  propprtios of raw material 

Property Standard gra^e 

Sieve analysis 2.0 - 2.5 mm # 'max. 12,0 % 

0.8 - 2.0 mm <¡í ¡ min. 79.0 # 

O.J - 0.8 mm 0    ¡max.    9.0 # 

O.3 - 0*4 mm $ 

Humidity content 

Minimum bulk density of the 

pre foamed particles 

l 
max. 

max. 

0.5 -Í 

0.7 $ 

14 «/lit. 

j Self-exti nfniish« 

max. 10.0 fo 

min. 78.0 f« 

max. 12.0 ^S 

nax. 2.0 i> 

max •    1.2 i» 

15 e/m. 
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é*°   DESIGN STA":iA»ns 

are made to ISA-standard. 

Th. *C-.ot0„ .„ ¡„u^i for J80/„0 y>  Vrtawi 5o ¡|a 
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7.0    Vi <      •!•!       t     »   V '-  '   *      -'•   •   '    «^ * ^ v  •     -V •  '.v'iu..<   ..... 4 • 

The arca required  for the  board machine  is indicated on the drawings 

attached. 

An will be  seen the great  advantage of producing finished  product  from 

the board »achine  is that  no intermediate storage is required for 

maturing the  blocks, effecting a considerable space saving»  and that 

the storage and despatch areas can bo kept to a minimum of about 8-10 

hours ttorarro cf board» 
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8,0   SP:;CI?ICATIC:: OF ?IVIS
T
H?O PRODUCT 

the phyaieal properties of the expanded  polystyrene board produced 

en the machine completely satisfies the  requirements  laid down in 

th« German Standard Spécifient ion DIN 18164 and 4102 for self- 

extinguishing.    The precise results will depend on the raw natu- 
riti being used. 






